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When, Where, How Much
• When: Thursday, July 20 - Friday, July 21, 2017
• Where: Sirchie’s headquarters at 100 Hunter 

Place, Youngsville, NC
• Cost: $200 for two-days, lunch included

• We offer a discount rate at nearby hotels
• Fly into the Raleigh-Durham Airport (RDU), a 

30-minute drive to Sirchie headquarters

David Pauly

Instructor Crime Scene Photography

M.F.S. George Washington U., Ret. 
U.S. Army Criminal Investigation 
Command as a Special Agent-in-
Charge/Commander

James Gocke

Instructor Crime Scene, DNA and 
Biology, Law

M.S. Forensic Science George 
Washington Univ., J.D. West Virginia 
Univ., Ret. V.P. Sirchie

Two Days of Fun, Interactive Forensic Lessons 
Interest in forensics has increased dramatically over the past decade and 
many high school, community colleges, colleges and universities are 
adding forensic programs or expanding their forensic curriculum. 

If you teach forensic science, criminalistics, or criminal justice, this 
symposium is a cost-effective way to develop hands-on lesson plans 
from instructors who have the experience and stories from real-world 
knowledge. 

Workshops are 90-minute sessions that are designed with knowledge 
and techniques you can reproduce in your classroom as 1 or 2 lessons.

• Crime Scene Photography: Exposure triangle  & macro evidence 
photography for comparison

• Biological Identification: Blood search, identification, enhancement 
and alternate light sources

• Ballistics and Firearms: Gunshot residue analysis and shooting 
trajectory reconstruction

• Impression Evidence: Footprint imaging and lifting, tool marks and 
evidence casting

Learn from the Experts
Our instructors have real-world knowledge and classroom experience:

Our partner
For this symposium, we partnered with Carolina Biological, the leading supplier of science teaching 
materials. Carolina Biological provides educators with products and services to help students of all ages 
learn and understand science.

Real World Forensics 
for your Classroom

Share with 

your science, 

forensics, and 

criminal justice 

teachers.
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Workshop A:  Photography

• Learn the photographic principles of the Exposure Triangle: ISO, 
shutter speed, and aperture

• Explore what is required for proper comparison evidence 
photography, including macro and using scales

Workshop B: Biological Identification

• Review and practice forensic methods to search for and 
identify blood

•  Learn to utilize alternate light sources (ALS) to identify various 
bodily fluids and other evidence such as bone fragments

AGENDA

Workshop C: Impression Evidence

• Experience how to find footprint evidence and how to lift prints as 
fragile as those made in dust or dirt

• Explore how toolmark evidence is used in cases and how casting 
can be used to capture this evidence for comparison

Workshop D: Ballistics & Shooting Reconstruction

• Review how GSR can identify a suspect and how it is also used to 
determine distance in shooting reconstruction.

• Use principals of shooting reconstruction to determine bullet 
trajectories and determine if it supports or refutes witness 
testimony.

Group 1 Group 2
Day 1 (July 20th)

8:00 am - 9:00 am Registration
9:00 am - 12:00 pm Workshop A Workshop B
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm Lunch (Pizza provided)
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Workshop B Workshop A

Day 2 (July 21st)
8:30 am - 9:00 am Review and Q&A from Day 1
9:00 am - 12:00 pm Workshop C Workshop D
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm Lunch (Sub Plate provided)
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Workshop D Workshop C
4:00 pm - 4:30 pm Concluding Remarks

Real World Forensics 
for your Classroom

Don’t take it from us, hear from 
past attendees!
“Awesome instructors, great stories, really 
excellent workshop, very impressed.”

“Program was very beneficial. Will definitely use 
in the classroom and enhance curriculum.”

“Yes, many, many practical exercises for college 
students!”

“This symposium was excellent. Can’t wait until 
next year.”


